TOP COMPANIES RECRUIT UH ENGINEERS AT FALL CAREER FAIR
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Students at the UH Cullen College of Engineering aren't just expected to do well in their labs and classes -- engineering students are expected to work in their respective fields of study while pursuing their degrees in order to land their dream jobs after college. That's why the Cullen College's Career Center offers two Engineering Career Fairs each year, one in the spring and one in the fall, to connect students to the top employers around the country early on in their academic careers.

Nearly 100 top companies came to the University of Houston campus to recruit hundreds of engineering students for internship, fellowship and full-time positions at the Engineering Career Fair in February. More than 1,400 UH engineering students attended the fair, many of whom conducted or scheduled interviews with company recruiters.

This year's fair attracted recruiters from Air Liquide, Marathon Oil, Halliburton, Jones|Carter Engineer, Sulzer Turbo Services, Vencorex US and many more.

Click here to view photos from the fall Engineering Career Fair!